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Rebuke from Senate floor
GOP DIVISIONS » Arizona’s Flake says he ‘will no longer
be complicit or silent’ regarding Trump, won’t run in 2018
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Sen. Jeff
Flake, R-Arizona, who has tangled
with President Donald Trump for
months, announced Tuesday that he
will not seek re-election in 2018, saying he “will no longer be complicit or
silent” in the face of the president’s

“reckless, outrageous and undignified” behavior.
Flake made his announcement in
an extraordinary, 17-minute speech
on the Senate floor, in which he challenged not only the president but
also his party’s leadership. He deplored “the casual undermining of
our democratic ideals, the personal
attacks, the threats against princi-

ples, freedom and institutions, the
flagrant disregard for truth and decency” that he said has become so
prevalent in U.S. politics.
The remarkable moment came
just hours after Trump had renewed
his attacks on another critic in the
Republican Party, Sen. Bob Corker
of Tennessee, saying he “couldn’t get
elected dogcatcher in Tennessee.”
Corker, appearing more weary than
angry, said the president “is debasing our country.”
Flake’s dramatic decision and the

back-and-forth between Trump and
Corker appeared to mark a moment
of decision for the Republican Party. A week ago, Sen. John McCain,
the senior senator from Arizona,
spoke in Philadelphia, decrying the
“half-baked, spurious nationalism”
that he sees overtaking U.S. politics.
Former President George W. Bush,
in yet another speech, lamented,
“We’ve seen nationalism distorted
into nativism.”
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NORTH BAY FIRES » HUGE TOLL ON DOCTORS
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Rents
rise 36%
after
wildfires
Both Sonoma, Napa
counties see surge after
luxury rentals added
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

ALVIN JORNADA / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Preparing for a business trip, Kaiser Permanente surgeon Dr. Patricia May on Thursday carries her suitcase out of her friends’ home where her
family is staying after their own home was destroyed by the Tubbs fire in Santa Rosa.

200 physicians displaced; housing search means many may not return
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

F

rom a single photo, Dr. Patricia May
and her husband, Jeff May, saw the
scarcely recognizable remains of
their Fountaingrove home — the blackened carcass of a family car in the driveway, concrete rubble and stucco debris
everywhere, and the narrow segment of
wall that once offered bay-window views
of their backyard from the kitchen and
second-floor master bedroom.

“So many doctors lived in this
What the couple hadn’t grasped
INSIDE
area because it’s close to Kaiser,”
until a week ago — a full 11 days
EPA survey
said Jeff May. “When you’re on
after the Tubbs fire ripped through teams begin
northern Santa Rosa — was the
cleanup efforts in call ... you need to be able to run
in quickly for emergencies. So
near annihilation of their neighneighborhoods
this was the ideal place for mediborhood, destruction that no
destroyed by
cal people to live.”
satellite photo or drone video could fires / A3
The wildfires that ravaged
convey.
Sonoma County more than two weeks ago
Patricia May is a surgeon with Kaiser
killed at least 23 local residents and dePermanente Medical Group. Her husband
stroyed nearly 6,800 structures, including
is a former hospital administrator. Their
Fountaingrove neighbors include many in
the medical community.
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The cost of a median-priced
rental on one real estate website
jumped sharply in Sonoma and
Napa counties after this month’s
wildfires, a surge apparently accelerated by an influx of luxury
vacation rentals into the local
housing market.
The median rent in Sonoma
County rose 36 percent to $3,224
in a weeklong period after the
fires, compared to September,
according to online real estate
site Zillow. Napa County experienced a 23 percent jump in the
median rent to $3,094 for the
same seven-day period ending
Oct. 18.
In contrast, the median rent
fell 4 percent in Marin County
during the same period and rose
1 percent in Solano County.
The sample of available rentals was admittedly small: about
30 properties in Sonoma and
26 in Napa listed on Zillow’s
website.
The vast majority were for
properties that hadn’t appeared
on Zillow in at least the past
eight years.
“About 80 percent of the listings that we saw that week are
for listings that we’d never seen
before,” Aaron Terrazas, a senior economist at Zillow, said
Tuesday.
That likely means some of the
properties formerly were used
as vacation rentals, he said.
Even so, the increase in the median rent after the fire also likely reflects some appreciation
in the value of existing rental
properties, Terrazas said.
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Concert to benefit fire survivors
RELIEF FUND » Musicians join
forces for SF event to help with
food, housing, health care
By DAN TAYLOR
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Survivors of the recent North Bay
fires will be the beneficiaries of a major fundraising concert called Band
Together Bay Area on Nov. 9 at San
Francisco’s AT&T Park, starring the
legendary heavy metal band Metallica, rocker Dave Matthews, Oakland
rapper G-Eazy and others.
All money raised by the event will
go directly into an emergency relief
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fund established by Tipping Point
Community, a nonprofit founded in
2005 to help those in need in the Bay
Area. The new fund will go to cover
food, housing, health care and rebuilding following the North Bay
fires.
Tickets go on sale at 10 a.m. Friday
at bandtogetherbayearea.org and
Ticketmaster.
According to the Tipping Point
Community website, the nonprofit’s
relief fund will support “low-income,
vulnerable communities impacted by
the crisis, including vineyard workers, immigrants, displaced young
people and students.”
“We in the greater Bay Area are not
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going to let you down in the North
Bay,” Daniel Lurie, founder and CEO
of Tipping Point Community, said in
an interview.
Lurie, whose nonprofit is supported by Google, Adobe and Apple and
other Silicon Valley companies, is the
stepson of Peter Haas, former president of Levi Strauss & Co.
“We agreed a concert could be a
good first, and highly visible way
of communicating our support and
thanks to the first responders, and
also providing a night out and a respite for those affected by the devastation,” said Lurie, who is coordinating
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RAIDER GREAT’S LOSS: Oakland receiver Cliff
Branch lost Santa Rosa home to fire, which
housed a trove of sports memorabilia / C1

YOUTUBE

Metallica frontman James Hetfield appears in a
promotional video for the Band Together Bay Area
benefit concert scheduled for Nov. 9 at AT&T Park.
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